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Translators' Foreword



T T



55 of of Walter Benjamin's Gesammelte Gesammelte Schriflen, Schriflen, under the title Das Das Passagen-Werk Passagen-Werk (first published in 1982), repre repre-



he materials assembled in Volume



sent research that Benjamin carried out, over a period of of thirteen years, on



of the Paris arcades-Ies the subject of



passages-which he considered the most passages-which



of the nineteenth century, and which he linked with important architectural form of of phenomena characteristic of of that century's major and minor preoc preoca number of of cupations. A glance at the overview preceding the "Convolutes" at the center of of these phenomena, which extend from the literary the work reveals the range of of and philosophical to the political, economic, and technological, with all sorts of intermediate relations. Benjamin's intention from from the first, it would seem, was to Urgeschichte, signify ing Urgeschichte, signifying of the nineteenth century. This was something that could be the "primal history" of celerealized only indirectly, through "cnnning": it was not the great men and cele brated events of of traditional historiography but rather the "refuse" and "detritus" of history, the half-concealed, variegated traces of of the daily life of of "the collective;' of of study, and with the aid of of methods more akin-above that was to be the object of of the nineteenth-century all, in their dependence on chance-to the methods of of antiquities antiquities and curiosities, or indeed to the methods of of the nine ninecollector of of the modern historian. Not conceptual teenth-century ragpicker, than to those of analysis but something like dream interpretation was the model. The nineteenth century was the collective dream which we, its heirs, were obliged to reenter, as patiently and minutely as possible, in order to follow out its ramifications and, of the finally, awaken from it. This, at any rate, was how it looked at the outset of faces over time. project, which wore a good many faces Begun in 1927 as a planned collaboration for a newspaper article on the arcades, the project had quickly burgeoned under the influence of of Surrealism, a arcades, movement toward which Benjamin always maintained a pronounced ambivaambiva lence. Before long, it was an essay he had in mind, "Pariser Passagen: Eine dialektische Feerie" (paris Arcades: A Dialectical Fairyland), and then, a few years later, a book, Paris, Paris, die die Hauptstadt Hauptstadt des des XIX. XIX. Jahrhunderts Jahrhunderts (Paris, the Capital of the Nineteenth Century). For some two-and-a-half years, at the end of of the of of alienation from contemporary G-that elements of of a classless society. And the Urgeschichte>-that is, to elements prinlal history experiences of of such a society-as stored in the unconscious of of the collective collectiveengender, through interpenetration with what is new, new, the utopia that has left its



of life, from enduring edifices to passing trace in a thousand configurations of fashions. These relations are discernible in the utopia conceived by Fourier. Its secret cue is the advent of of machines. But this fact is not directly expressed in the Fourierist of departure the amorality of of the business literature, which takes as its point of world 'Uld the false morality enlisted in its service. 111e phalanstery is desigued to restore human beings to relationships in which morality becomes superfluous. The highly complicated organization of of the phalanstery appears as machinery. of the passions, the intricate collaboration of ofpassions passions mecanistes mecanistes with The meshing of passion cabaliste, cabaliste, is a primitive contrivance formed-on analogy with the the passion of psychology. Tills mechanism made of of men promachine-from materials of pro duces duces the land of of milk and honey, the primeval wish symbol that Fourier's utopia has filled with new life. Fourier saw, in the arcades, the architectural canon of of the phalanstery. Their reactionary metamorphosis with him is characteristic: whereas they originally of habitation. The phalan phalanserve commercial ends, they become, for him, places of of arcades. arcades. Fourier establishes, in the Empire's Empire's austere world stery becomes a city of of forms, forms, the colorful idyll of of Biedermeier. Its brilliance persists, persists, however faded, faded, of up through 2ola, who takes takes up Fourier's Fourier's ideas ideas in his book Travail, Travail, just as he bids farewell to the arcades in his Therese Therese Ra Raquin.-Marx of quin.-Marx came to the defense of of Carl Grtin, emphasizing the fonner's "colossal concep concepFourier in his critique of tion of of man."7 man."7 He also also directed attention attention to to Fourier's humor. In fact,jean fact,jean Paul, in tion his Levana, Levana, is as closely allied to Fourier the pedagogue as Scheerbart, in his Glass Architecture, Architecture, is to Fourier the utopian." Glass



n.



n. Daguerre, or the Panoramas SUll, look look out out for for yourself! yourself! SUll,



-A.J. Wiertz, Oeuvres littiraires (Paris, 1870), p. 374



of iron construction, begins to Just as architecture, with the first appearance of outgrow does painting, painting, in in its its turn, the first of the the panopano outgrow art, art, so so does turn, with the first appearance appearance of ramas. The high point in the diffusion of introduc of panoramas coincides with the introduction tion of arcades. One One sought tirelessly, tirelessly, through technical devices, to to make panoramas the scenes of of a perfect imitation of of nature. An An attempt was made to of the moon, the reproduce the changing daylight in the landscape, the rising of rush of waterfalls.1acques-Louis> David counsels his pupils to draw from nature of counsels as it is shown in panoramas. In their attempt to produce deceptively lifelike changes changes in represented nature, nature, the the panoramas prepare the the way way not only only for photography but for (silent> fil film film. m and sound film. Le Livre Livre des des Contemporary with the panoramas is a panoramic literature. Le cent-e/-un [The Book of Les F Franrais pein!s par par eux-memes eux-memes of a Hundred-and-One], Les ranrais pein!s cent-e/-un [The French Painted by Themselves], Le Le Diable Diable Ii Paris Paris [The Devil in Paris], and La Grande Grande Ville La Ville [The Big City] belong to tills. -These books prepare tile belletristic



collaboration for will create for which which Girardin, in in the the 1830s, will create aa home home in in the the feuillefeuille ton. They They consist consist of individual individual sketches, whose whose anecdotal anecdotal form form corresponds corresponds to to the panoramas' panoramas' plastically arranged arranged foreground, and and whose whose informational informational base base the corresponds This literature corresponds to to their their painted painted background. This literature is is also also socially socially panopano the last last tilne, tilne, the the worker worker appears, appears, isolated isolated from from his his class, class, as as part part of of the the ranlic. ranlic. For the setting setting in in an an idyll. idyll. Announcing an Announcing an upheaval upheaval in in the the relation relation of of art art to to technology, panoramas panoramas are are at at the The city dweller, sarne time time an an expression expression of of a a new new attitude attitude toward toward life. The dweller, the sarne whose political political supremacy supremacy over the the provinces provinces is is attested attested many many tinles tinles in in the the whose course In panoramas, course of the the century, attempts attempts to to bring bring the the countryside countryside into into town. In panoramas, d,e d,e city opens opens out, becoming becoming landscape-as landscape-as it it will do do later, later, in in subder subder fashion, for for the me panoranla the flilneurs. Daguerre is aa student student of me panoranla pillnter pillnter Prevost, Prevost, whose whose estabestab lishment Description of the lishment is is located located in in the the Passage Passage des des Panoramas. Panoramas. Description the panoramas panoramas of Prevost and Daguerre. In 1839 Daguerre's panorama burns down. In Prevost and In Daguerre's panorama burns In the the same same year, year, he he announces announces the the invention invention of the the daguerreotype. Arago presents National Assembly. , p. p. 100. movables, ie (A2a,3] movables, (A2a,3] fee: between between 2,000,000 2 ,000,000 and and 1,4.00,000 1 ,4.00,000 francs. francs. Range Range of of a stockbroker's fee: (A2a,4] (A2a,4] arcades, arcades, nearly nearly all all of of which which date date from from the the Restoration. Restoration.HH Theodore Theodore Muret, Muret, L'Histoire parle (A2a,5] par le theiltre theiltre (Paris, (Paris, 1865), 1865), vol. vol. 2, 2 , p. 300. (A2a,5] ~'The �'The



Some details details concerning concerningAvant, pendant, pendant, et et apres apres , by Scribe and Rougemont. Rougemont. Premier on June 28, 1828. The first part of the trilogy represents the society of the ancien regime, the second part depicts the Reign of and the third Terror, and third takes place in the society of the Restoration period. The main character, the General, has in peacetime become an industrialist and indeed " Here manufacturing a great manufacturer. "Here manufacturing replaces, at the highest level, the field field worked by the soldier-laborer. The praises of industry, no less than the praises of war,-iors and laureates, were sung by Restoration vaudeville. The bourgeois class, war,-iors fortune acac with its its various levels, was placed placed opposite the class class of of nobles: nobles: the fortune with quired by work work was opposed to ancient heraldry, to the the turrets of of the old manor house. This Third Third Estate, having having become the dominant dominant power, received received in turn turn its L 'Histoire par le theatre, vol. 2, 2 , p. 306. flatterers." Theodore flatterers." Theodore Muret, L parle [A2a,6] The Galeries Galeries de Bois, ··which disappeared disappeared in 1828-1829 to make room for for the triple line line of shops that could hardly hardly be Galerie d'Orleans, were made up of a triple called luxurious. There were two parallel lanes covered by canvas and planks, with a few glass panes to let the daylight in. Here one walked quite simply on the packed earth, which downpours sometimes transformed into mud. Yet people magcame from all over to crowd into this place, which was nothing short of mag nificent, nifi cent, and stroll between the rows of shops that would seem like mere booths compared to those that have come after them. These shops were occupied chiefly by two industries, each having its own appeal. There were, first, a great many facing outward, without even a window to milliners, who worked on large stools facing separate them; and their spirited expressions were, for many strollers, no small part of the place's attraction. And then the Galeries de Bois were the center of the new book trade." Theodore Muret, L'Histoire par le theatre, vol. 2, pp. 225-226. (A2a,7]



Julius Rodenberg on the small reading room in the Passage de l'Opera: I.(,What a cheerful air this this small, half-darkened room has in my memory, memory, with with its its high high book bookshelves, its green green tables, its red-haired gar�on gar~on (a great lover of books, who was reading novels novels instead of bringing them them to others), its German newspapers, always reading which every morning morning gladdened gladdened the heart of the German abroad (all except the which Cologne paper, which which on average made an appearance only once in ten days). But when there is any news in Paris, it is here that one can receive it. Softly whispered (for the the redhead keeps a sharp lookout to make sure that neither he nor other



readers readers will will be be disturbed disturbed by by this), this), it it passes passes from from lips lips to to ear, ear, passes almost almost imper imper-



ceptibly from from pen pen to to paper, paper, and and finally finally from from writing writing desk desk to to nearby nearby letterbox. letterbox. The The ceptibly good good



dame du bureau has has a a friendly friendly smile smile for for all, all, and and papers papers and and envelopes envelopes for for dame



correspondents. correspondents. The early mail is is dispatched, dispatched, Cologne Cologne and Augsburg Augsburg have their their



news; and now-it is noontime!-to the tavern." Rodenberg,



schein und Lampenlicht (Leipzig, 1867), pp. 6-7.



Paris bei Sonnen Sonnen(A2a,8]



""The Passage Passage du du Caire Caire is is highly highly reminiscent, reminiscent, on on a a smaller smaller scale, scale, of of the the Passage Passage du du ""The Saumon, which in the past existed on the Rue Montmartre, on the site of the Paris," Mercure de present-day Rue Bachaumont." Paul Leautaud, "Vieux Paris ," Mercure 15,1927), France (October 15, 1927), p. 503. (A3,l] ""Shops on on the the old old model, model, devoted devoted ttoo trades trades found found nowhere nowhere else, else, surmounted surmounted by by a a ""Shops small, old-fashioned mezzanine with windows that each bear a number, on an escutcheon, corresponding corresponding to to a a particular particular shop. shop. From From time time to to time time,, a a doorway doorway escutcheon, giving onto onto a a corridor; corridor; at at the the end end of of the the corridor, corridor, a a small stairway stairway leading leading to to these these giving mezzanines. mezzanines. Near Near the the knob knob of of one one of of these these doors, this this handwritten handwritten sign:



The worker next door



if, would be obliged if, in closing closing the the door, door, in



from slanllnin slanllningg it. you refrained from [A3,2]



Another sign is cited in the same place (Leautaud, '''Vieux Paris Paris," ,"



Mercure de



France [1927], pp. 502-503):



ANGELA



ANGELA



floor, 2nd fl oor, to the right



[A3,3]



it bon march marche-that docks." docks it e-that is, ""discount docks ." Berlin,, 1928>, p p.. 3 31. 1. Giedion, Bauen in Frankreich , as it is of every such space, and that it mythic space of tradition ~ Lamartine: From "Les Etoiles" Cassou, Cassou, Quar Quarof nity." dean> 49,48. 48. ante-I",it , pp. 49, [DIO,4] Life widlin the magic circle of eternal return makes for an existence that never emerges from the auratic.



[DIOa,I]



As As life life becomes becomes more more subject subject to to adnllnistrative adnllnistrative norms, norms, people people must must learn learn to to wait wait



having to more. Games of chance possess the great charm of freeing people from having wait.



[DIOa,2]



The boulevardier (feuilletonist) has to wait, whereupon he really waits. Hugo's



"Waiting all to him him.. "W aiting is life" applies first of all



[DIOa,3]



figure The essence of the mythical event is return. Inscribed as a hidden fi gure in such the heroic personages of events is dle futility that furrows the brow of some of the the underworld (T (Tantalus, the Danaides) Danaides).. Thinking once again the the antalus, Sisyphus, the thought of eternal recurrence in the nineteenth ceutury makes Nietzsche the figure in whom a mythic fatality is realized anew. (Tbe hell of eternal damnation has perhaps impugned the ancient idea of eternal recurrence at its most formida formidable point, substituting an eternity of tornlents for the eternity of a cycle.) [DIOa,4] The belief in progress-in an infinite perfectibility understood as an infinite ethical task-and the representation of eternal return are complementary. TIley



face of which the dialectical conception of are the indissoluble antinomies in the face historical time must be developed. In this conception, the idea of eternal return



appears precisely as that "shallow rationalism" which the belief in progress is accused of being, while faith in progress seems no less to belong to the mythic



mode of thought than does the idea of eternal return.



[DIOa,5]



E [Haussmannization, Barricade Fighting] The flowery realm of decorations, The chann of landscape, of architecnlrc, And all the effect of scenery rest Solely on the law of perspective. -Franz Bohle, Bohle, 'I7leater-CatechismusJ odeI' humoristische Erkliirung ver ver-Franz fiblieher Fremdworter (Mtulich), (Mtulich), sclliedener vorziiglich im Biihnenleben fiblieher p. 74 p.74 J



II venerate the Beautiful, the Good, and all things great; nature,, on which great art restsBeautiful nature How it enchants the ear and charms the eye! in blossom: women and roses. I love spring in -eorifhsion d'un lion devol'll vieux (Baron Haussmann, 1888)



The breathless capitals Opened themselves to the cannon. p aris, 1849) -Pierre Dupont, Le Chant Chant des etudiants ((paris, -Pierre



The characteristic and, and, properly speaking, sole decoration of the Biederrneier room "was afforded by the curtains, which-extremely refined and compounded



from upholpreferably f rom several fabrics of different colors-were fumished by the uphol sterer. For nearly a whole century afterward, interior decoration amounts, in



for the tasteful arrangement of theory, to providing instructions to upholsterers for draperies:' Max von Boehu,



Die Die Mode Mode im im XIX. XIX. Jahrhundert, Jahrhundert, vol. 2 (Munich,



the interior's perspective on the window. 1907), p. 130. This is something like the [EI,I] Perspectival character character of of the the crinoline, crinoline, with with its its manifold manifold flounces. flounces. At At least least fi five to Perspectival ve to six petticoats petticoats were were worn worn underneath. underneath. six (E1,2] figures figure Peep-show rhetoric, perspectival fi gures of speech: !.!.Incidentally, t.he fi gure of greatest effect, effect, employed employed by all all French French orators orators from from their their podiums podiums and and trihunes, trihunes, greatest sounds pretty much like this: 'There was in the Middle Ages a book which concen-



trated the the spirit spirit of of the the times times as as a a mirror mirror concentrates concentrates the the rays rays of of the the sun, sun, a a book book trated which which towered towered up up in in majestic majestic glory glory to to the the heavens heavens like like a a primeval primeval forest, forest, a a hook hook in in which ... . . . a hook for which ... . . . finally, a hook which ... . . . hy which and through which [the [the most long-winded specifications specifications follow] follow] .... this which most long-winded . . aa book book .... . . aa book book .... . . this book was the Divine Comedy.' Loud applause. Karl Gutzkow, Briefe au.s Paris Comedy. ' Loud applause. H Karl Gutzkow, Briefe book was the (Leipzig, 1842), vol. 22,, pp. 151-152. [El,3J H



Strategic basis for the perspectival articulation of the city. A contemporary seek seeking to justify the construction of large thoroughfares under Napoleon III speaks of them as "unfavorable 'to the habitual tactic of local insurrection.'" Marcel Poete, The The vie vie de de cite cite (Paris, 1925), p. 469. "Open up this area of continual disturbances." Baron Haussmann, in a memorandum calling for the extension of Le N Nouveau ouveau the Boulevard de Strasbourg to Chatelet. Emile de Labedolliere, Le P aris, p. 52. But even earlier than this Paris, this:: "They are paving Paris with wood in order to deprive the Revolution of building materials. Out of wooden blocks 1, there will be no more barricades constructed:' Gutzkow, Brif!fi aus aus Pans, vol. 1, pp. 60-61. What this means can bbee gathered from the fact that in 1830 there were 6,000 barricades. [El,4] "In Paris Paris .... they are are fl fleeing the arcades, arcades, so so long long in in fashion, fashion, as as one one fl flees stale air. air. "In . . they eeing the ees stale The are dying. time, one The arcades arcades are dying. From From time time to to time, one of of them them is is closed, closed, like like the the sad sad Passage Delorme, Delorme, where, where, in the the wilderness wilderness of of the the gallery, gallery, female female figures figures of of a a taw tawPassage dry dry antiquity antiquity used used to to dance dance along along the the shopfronts, shopfronts, as as in in the the scenes scenes from from Pompeii Pompeii interpreted hy hy Guerinon Guerinon Hersent. Hersent. The The arcade arcade that that for for the the Parisian Parisian was sort of of interpreted was aa sort salon-walk, where and smoked smoked and chatted, is is now now nothing nothing more than salon-walk, where you you strolled strolled and and chatted, more than aa species arcades maintain species of of refuge refuge which which you you think think of of when when it it rains. rains. Some Some of of the the arcades maintain aa eertain attraction on account of that famed eertain attraction on account of this this or or that famed establishment establishment still still to to be be found found there. But it is the tenant's renown that that prolongs the excitement, or rather rather the death arcades have have one great defect modern Parisians: death agony, agony, of of the the place. place. The The arcades one great defect for for modern Parisians: you could could say say that, that, just just like like certain certain paintings paintings done done from from stifled stifled perspectives, perspectives, you 1895 (Paris, 1896), pp. 47ff. they're in need of air." Jules Claretie, La Vie it Paris, 1895 [El,5J



The radical transformation of Paris was carried out under Napoleon III mainly along the axis running through the Place de la Concorde and the Hotel de Ville. for the architec architecIt may be that the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 was a blessing for tural image of Paris, seeing that Napoleon III had intended to alter whole disdis tricts of the city. Stahr thus writes, in 1857, that one had to make haste now to see the old Paris, for "the new ruler, it seems, has a mind to leave but little of it NachfonfJahren, achfonfJahren, vol. 11 (Oldenburg, 1857), p. 36.) standing." 
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Führungskräfte haben über die Project Web App jederzeit Zugriff auf aktuelle .... Anfang an den richtigen Weg einzuschlagen, bei Beratung, Umsetzung und ...
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Webinar - The Project Group 

Project Online, MaÃŸgeschneidert. TPG. Q. uickStart. Komponenten. (Microsoft). Infrastruktur. Hybrid. K. U. ND. E: License. Solution Provider. M icrosoft A ccountm.
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Webinar - The Project Group 

www.theprojectgroup.com/newsletter www.linkedin.com/company/tpg-the-project-group ... 19th Floor. Bellevue, WA 98004 USA. Tel: +1 425 281 2993.
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the emma project 

... an Kilometern zum. Heimatort (Berlin) Ã¼berschreitet.In diesem Fall muss der Veranstalter fÃ¼r eine angebrachte. Unterbringung sorgen (Hotel, Hostel, Pension).
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Untitled - Monoskop 

expressions of differing orientations towards the world. ...... since it is only a simple mathematical expression of the scale ..... The jury met during the 'Salon.
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Untitled - Monoskop 

The grid as a controlling principle in the form we know kannt ist, war noch nicht gefunden. Doch die AnsÃ¤tze it today still remained to be invented. Yet the first ...
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The Open Society and its Enemies - Monoskop 

ever have become the most influential figure in German philo- sophy without the ..... a trade. . .' Schopenhauer's view of Hegel's status as the paid agent of.
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Le thÃ¨me de ce congrÃ¨s sera: Â«la citÃ© nou- velle - la synthÃ¨se des artsÂ». Avant ce congrÃ¨s, TomÃ¡s Maldonado et Otl Aicher tiendront un cours au MusÃ©e d'Art Moderne de Rio de Janeiro sur Â«les Ã©lÃ©ments de la communication visuelleÂ», Otl Ai
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Strategisches Ressourcenmanagement - The Project Group 

Consulting | Solutions | Products | Training. Programmmanagement .... Ihrem Unternehmen durchschnittlich? ... in einem Programm in Ihrem Unternehmen?
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Taktisches Ressourcenmanagement ... - The Project Group 
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Demand the Supply 2017 - The Enough Project 

01.11.2017 - except two electronics companies, Toshiba and Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., received credit for sourcing verifiably conflict-free 3TG minerals from Congo. Almost the exact inverse was true for the jewelry retailers: only Signet received 
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Strategisches Ressourcenmanagement - The Project Group 

22.02.2014 - Basis von Microsoft SharePoint und PPM sowie die Integration mit ERP. Systemen wie ... PPM Partner in 10 LÃ¤ndern .... Windows Login. Skills.
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Systemen wie SAP und Microsoft Dynamics. â–« PPM Methodik und. Prozesse. â–« Microsoft PPM und. SharePoint. â–« PPM Integration. BERATUNG. PRODUKTE.
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The Walk On Project (www.walkonproject.org) 

Inquilino Comunista) o Little Fish. El trabajo tuvo excelentes críticas en el sector musical, expertos han destacado la
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Strategisches Ressourcenmanagement - The Project Group 

22.02.2014 - SQL, XML, http, Other ... Microsoft Project Client. Projects. Tasks. Resources. Assignments. Custom Fields. Timesheets. Lookup Tables. Project.
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Case Study - The Project Group 

Kosten-, Termin- und Ressourcenplanung je Projekt ... auf die entsprechenden Mitarbeiter verteilen und ... LinientÃ¤tigkeit, Projekt und Mitarbeiter sowie die.
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Rationale for the Project Presentation 

Dr. Manuel Cebrián de la Serna (Project Management) University of Malaga. José Tejada Fernández (Coord.) Autonomous Univ
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Taktisches Ressourcenmanagement ... - The Project Group 

Consulting | Solutions | Products | Training. Agenda. â–« Kurze Firmenvorstellung. â–« Anforderungen. â–« Prozesse. â–« Organisationsformen. â–«. Linienorganisation.
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